Abstract: Optimal inverter substation planning is solved by minimising the overall cost of power consumption and inverter investment for mass rapid transit power systems with immune algorithm (IA). The objective function and constraints are expressed as antigens, and all feasible solutions are expressed as antibodies in the IA simulation process. The diversity of antibodies is then enhanced by considering the proximity of antigens so that the global optimisation during the solution process can be obtained. It is found that energy regeneration, which results from the braking operation of train sets approaching the next station, can be restored effectively by the optimal planning of inverters using the proposed immune algorithm.
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Introduction
Mass rapid transit (MRT) systems have been implemented in many metropolitan areas to solve the problems of public transportation and air pollution. According to the operation of a typical MRT system, the power consumption may contribute more than 20% of total operating cost because of the short headway and heavy ridership required to obtain mass transportation capability. With rather short distances between stations, the MRT train set has to be operated with large torque to achieve quick acceleration during startup. Cruise mode is then applied when the coasting speed has been reached and the motoring propulsion power is turned off for energy saving. When the train set approaches the next station, hybrid braking mode is applied to achieve quick stop by applying the pneumatic mechanical friction braking and electric braking simultaneously. After the speed of the train set has been reduced to a specified value, only the electric braking will be applied for full restoration of kinetic energy. It is expected that a very high percentage of kinetic energy of train sets during braking stage can be converted to electrical energy by controlling the stator winding frequency of induction machines to be less than the rotor speed for induction generation. The regeneration power is then fed into the third rail to supply power for other train sets on the system. Without sufficient numbers of other motoring trains on the system to absorb the power regenerated, the injection of such a large amount of power regeneration in the power network will result in too high a voltage level and power dissipation has to be applied to consume the surplus power. In this manner, the air- conditioning burden is increased because of the temperature rise in the tunnel due to power dissipation. Figure 1 shows the energy consumption of MRT train sets for different operation modes [1] . With very frequent starting and stopping of train sets, it is found that 53% of the total energy consumption will be released during the braking stage. By subtracting the loss of motion resistance and mechanical braking, there is 22% of the energy consumption that can be restored by electric regeneration. It is expected that very significant energy consumption can be recovered by the inverters installed at proper locations along the main line [2] [3] [4] . Well designed operation scheduling of train sets can also increase the probability of braking regeneration being consumed by other train sets in acceleration motoring mode. To restore braking regeneration effectively and to achieve load balance of propulsion substations, a genetic algorithm has been applied in [3] to derive the control algorithm for the firing angles of thyristors in the traction substation. A tabu search method has been used to solve the optimal installation locations of inverters and the adaptive control of conduction angles of inverters with different headways of train operation [4] . In this paper, the energy consumption of all traction substations is solved by executing an AC/DC load flow analysis with the growth of annual MRT ridership [5] [6] [7] . The yearly energy restoration of braking regeneration with different headways is calculated using a mathematical model of power inverters.
To prevent local optimisation by the GA method, the diversity of the proposed immune system is embedded by means of affinity calculations. In addition, the slow convergence of tabu method can be enhanced by the immune algorithm (IA) method with mutation and recombination of antibodies during the solution process. Therefore the IA is used in this paper to improve the efficiency of the simulation process for optimal inverter placement of MRT systems [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] . The energy consumption, braking regeneration restoration and inverter investment cost are included in the objective function, which will be represented as an antigen, while the possible inverter placement strategies are considered as antibodies in the IA algorithm. The genetic operators, which include crossover and mutation, are then processed to produce the antibodies in a feasible space. By operating on the memory cell for the IA method, very fast convergence can be obtained during the search process for optimal inverter planning. In addition, the information entropy is introduced in the IA process as a measure of diversity for the population to prevent the simulation from a local suboptimal solution.
Problem description and mathematical models of traction substation
In this paper, the energy consumption of MRT train sets for different operation modes is investigated and the braking energy restoration by inverters at traction substations is analysed. The total energy consumption of an MRT system with the corresponding annual ridership, by considering stochastic operation characteristics of train sets, is used to find the optimal placement of traction substations to enhance the operational efficiency of MRT systems. With the annual growth of passengers, the headways of train operation are reduced to comply with the service performance index. The power restoration of braking regeneration by inverters has to be calculated for the peak and offpeak operation over the study period. To solve the power consumption of an MRT system and energy restoration by inverters, mathematical modelling of traction substations, train-borne variable-voltage, variable-frequency (VVVF) and induction motors is included in the simulation of load-flow analysis.
MRT power systems
To achieve high transportation capability of MRT systems with short distances between stations, the train sets are operated with quick acceleration for startup and fast deceleration for approaching the next station. Automatic train operation (ATO) is used to control the magnitude and frequency of applied voltage for induction machines so that proper propulsion traction effort can be provided and the timetable of train operation can be maintained. Figure 2 shows the control diagram of train-borne VVVF inverters [17] . According to the command of speed code from the control centre and the weight of each train set, the magnitude and frequency of applied voltage are determined by the V/F controller. The variable-magnitude and variablefrequency voltage source is generated by inverting the 750 V DC from the third rail. For the Taipei MRT system, the operation modes of PWM, quasi-six steps and six steps are used to generate the trigger signal for the inverters to drive the train sets according to the speed ranges 0-22, 22-42 and 42-80 km/h, respectively. The induction motors will be operated with modes of constant power and constant slip when the speed reaches more than 42 km/h, as shown in Fig. 3 . To provide the same traction effort to achieve the same acceleration required, the boundary speed between different operating modes will be varied with the third-rail voltage according to the relationship of traction effort and speed at different voltage levels [5] . When the train set approaches the next station, the constant power generation mode is used for the induction motors for speeds above 56 km/h. In this way, the induction motors can be prevented from overloading and variable mechanical braking is applied to mix with the electric braking to provide sufficient braking effort. After the speed has been reduced below 56 km/h, the constant torque mode of inductor motors is applied to achieve full electric braking. With the speed less than 15 km/h, which is the electric brake cutoff speed, only mechanical braking is applied for the final stage of train stop. Figure 4 shows the propulsion traction power system of a typical MRT network [18] . The 22 kV AC power source from bulk substation (BSS) is converted to 750 V DC to provide the propulsion power for MRT train sets.
Schematic diagram of traction substation
The traction substation of an MRT system consists of parallel uncontrolled rectifiers with an inverter as shown in Fig. 5 . The 12-pulse traction substation is formed by two sets of six-pulse diode rectifier bridge with 301 phase difference to provide the 750 V DC power source to the third rail for train set operation. The inverter is applied to recover the braking regeneration power to the AC side of the traction substation. With the uncontrolled operation mode, the V-I characteristics of the rectifier is determined by its commutating impedance. On the other hand, the output characteristics of the inverter can be controlled by either maintaining the output voltage constant [19] , or regulating the output voltage to be increased with the loading current [20] , as shown in Fig. 6 [2, 4]. The mathematical models for different operating modes of the rectifier and transformer set have been derived by the authors of [7] . To simplify the modelling of traction substations, the instantaneous output voltage difference of the rectifier and inverter is assumed to be zero and the circulating current between the rectifier and inverter is neglected by assuming no instantaneous output voltage between the converters. The voltage and current at the DC side of the rectifiers are represented as functions of commutation angles and postignition angles:
The real and reactive power at the AC side of the rectifier are:
Here, m is the interphase commutation angle and a 1 is the postignition angle.
The voltage and current at the DC side of the inverter are expressed as:
The real and reactive power at the AC side of inverter are given by:
where g is the extinction angle.
Propulsion power consumption of MRT train sets
To solve the power consumption of train sets along the main line by performing the train performance simulation, the timetable and speed profile of train operation between two substations are used to define the acceleration, coasting, deceleration and dwelling for each time snapshot of train operation. According to the ridership and traction characteristics of propulsion system, the power consumption and braking regeneration at each time snapshot is then derived by considering the motion equation of the train set [21] :
where F A, M e , a and R represent the traction effort, train mass, desired acceleration and operation resistance, respectively. Figure 7 shows the power and speed profile of a train set operating between two stations. With the regenerative braking, the kinetic energy has been converted to electrical energy by induction generation when the train set approaches the next station to make the stop. After the train speed has reached the specified value after startup acceleration, the coasting mode is used to achieve operation efficiency by turning off the motoring power.
Headway of train operation
With the increase of ridership over the study years, the headways of train operation have to be adjusted to meet the requirement of the service criteria. In this paper, the annual ridership for the Tamshui line of the Taipei MRT system, which has been assumed from forecasts of mass transportation, is used to determine the headways for peak and off peak operation, as shown in Fig. 8 . Based on the ridership and proposed headway, the annual total power consumption and regeneration of the whole MRT system over the study years are calculated. The IA is then used to solve the optimal capacity of inverters and installation locations to achieve the best cost effectiveness of inverter investment for the study MRT system.
Objective function
To determine the optimal capacity and installation locations of inverters for regeneration power restoration of an MRT system, the objective function is formulated by including the cost of inverter investment and benefit of energy restoration. 
Energy consumption cost:
The AC/DC load-flow analysis has been executed to solve the snapshot power consumption of each traction substation according to the power demand of all train sets. The cost of energy consumption by the MRT system is then determined by summing up the energy consumption of all traction substations:
where hw, ss and P ij represent the headway, total snapshots and power demand of the ith TSS at the jth snapshot, respectively. The total energy consumption cost EC k of the MRT system for year k is expressed as:
where E(hw) p , NH p and W(hw) p represent the energy consumption, total peak hours and energy charge rate, respectively, for the peak period. E(hw) op , NH op and W(hw) op are the energy consumption, total off peak hours and energy charge rate, respectively, for the off peak period. W dem is the monthly demand charge.
Investment cost of inverters:
The investment cost of inverters with auxiliary equipment such as protective relays and circuit breakers is also considered in the objective function. The time until end of redemption (TUER) is used to solve the annual equivalent cost of inverters; the operation/maintenance cost of an inverter is defined as a fixed percentage of its procurement cost. For the jth inverter to be implemented, the investment cost C inv is expressed as:
where I is the initial cost of inverter procurement and e is the redemption rate defined by:
where P is the annual interest rate (%). In this paper, the IA algorithm has been used to solve the optimal placement of inverters by considering the cost of investment and the benefit of energy restoration by regenerate braking. For the study period of ny years with 
Equations (15) and (16) are the voltage constraints of traction substations and train sets.
Immune algorithm
The immune algorithm has been widely used to solve the optimisation problems by applying the same operating principle of the human immune system. The capability of pattern recognition and memorisation of the IA method does provide a more efficient way to solve the discrete optimisation problem as compared to the genetic algorithm.
The objective function and limit constraints are represented as antigen inputs, while the solution process is simulated by antibody production in the feasible space through the genetic operation mechanism. An affinity calculation of antibodies is embedded within the algorithm to determine the promotion/suppression of antibody production. Through the IA computation, the antibody that most fits the antigen is considered as the solution of the optimisation problem.
In this paper, an immune algorithm based on decision making [16] is proposed to find the desired inverter planning so that the kinetic energy of train sets, which has been converted to electrical energy during the braking stage, can be restored properly. With the IA method, the objective function and feasible inverter planning strategies are represented as antigen and antibody, respectively. The population of memory cells is a collection of the antibodies (feasible solutions) accessible toward the optimality and it is the key factor to achieve fast convergence for global optimisation.
In this paper, the genetic coding structure for the immune algorithm is adopted to solve the optimisation problem in a manner similar to that of the genetic algorithm. Before decision making to find the proper planning of inverter installation, the diversity and affinity of the antibodies are defined. The data structure of genes can be depicted as shown in Fig. 9 , where TSS(i) represents the candidate traction substation, which may be considered for the installation of inverters. For an MRT power system with N possible strategies of inverter planning and with M traction substations, there will be N antibodies having M genes in the antibody pool.
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Diversity
To prevent the occurrence of local optimisation and to increase the diversity of antibodies that during the inverter planning search, it is necessary to define the diversity of antibodies in the whole population. The diversity is measured between the antibodies in the memory cell and new antibodies that are generated in each evolving generation to strengthen the diversity of antibody population in the memory cell. With the data structure of genes in Fig. 9 , the entropy E j (N) of the jth gene ðj ¼ 1; 2 . . . ; MÞ is defined as [13] :
where N is the quantity of antibodies and P ij is the probability that the jth allele comes out at the jth gene. If all alleles at the jth gene are the same, the entropy of the jth becomes zero. From (17), the diversity of all genes is calculated as the mean value of informative entropy:
Affinity
Affinity of antibodies is an important definition for the immune algorithm. If the affinity of some antibodies is the same during immune process, it will influence the searching efficiency of optimisation for the planning of inverter substations. Two types of affinity calculation are considered for the proposed approach in this paper. One is to calculate the affinity between antibodies:
where (Ab) ij is the affinity between the ith antibody and the jth antibody, and E(2) is the information entropy of these two antibodies. When E(2) is equal to zero, the genes of the ith antibody and the jth antibody will be the same. From (19) , the affinity between the ith antibody and the jth antibody will be within the range [0, 1]. The other way to calculate the affinity between antibodies (candidate for planning of traction substation) and antigens (the objectives) is:
where OPT i is evaluated by (14) to represent the total cost of inverter investment and energy consumption, which is used to show the connection between antigen and antibody i. When the (Ag) i equals one (namely, OPT i ¼ 0), the antibody has achieved the perfect combination with the antigen and the optimal solution is found within the feasible space. The process to solve the objective function for optimal planning of inverter substations is simulated by the interaction of antibody and antigen in the immune algorithm. During evolution of genes, the candidate plannings with high affinity are selected and included in the memory cells, which will be used to generate new candidate planning. In this way, the search process generates a new set of candidates for inverter planning according to the memory cells.
The computation procedure of IA method is executed as follows:
Step 1: Recognition of antigens For optimal inverter substation planning, the investment cost of inverters and the, power consumption of whole MRT system with operation constraints are considered in this step. Binary coding is adopted for the antigen pattern to represent the relationship of genes and the physical MRT system in the objective function for the computation process.
Step 2: Production of initial antibody population First, a random number generator is applied to generate the antibodies in the feasible space. The antibody pool is composed of all antibodies and a group of genes will form the antibody. Some of the antibodies will be from the memory cells with higher affinity during the searching process to generate a new set of antibodies. For each study year, each gene and antibody represents an installation of inverters and a possible solution for an optimal planning of inverter substations, respectively.
Step 3: Affinity computation In this step, (19) and (20) are used to calculate the affinity (Ab) ij and (Ag) i of antibodies as the references in the following evaluation process.
Step 4: Antibody generation control According to the affinity of antibodies solved in step 3, the antibody with high affinities for the antigen is added to the new memory cells. The size of memory cells will influence the speed of convergence. To maintain the diversity of the memory cells, the antibody with high affinity (namely, (Ab) ij close 1) will not be selected to be included in to the new memory cell, to prevent the violation of size constraint for the memory cells. A roulette selection algorithm is implemented by considering the computed affinity of antibodies to form a new antibody pool by spinning the desired roulette. Since most of the selected antibodies have higher affinities with the antigen, the average affinity of the new population pool will be higher than that of the original pool for better evolution.
Step 5: Crossover and mutation After the selection of antibody generation, the crossover and mutation of the new generation antibodies are performed. The crossover operation is the one-cut-point method, which randomly selects the mating point and exchanges the gene arrays of the right-hand portion of the mating points between two antibodies. The mating operation will prevent the search process from local suboptimisation by increasing the diversity of antibody population. According to the predefined mutation rate, mutation performs the occasional random alteration of the value for an antibody position.
Step 6: Decision making of optimal inverter planning By the immune algorithm, the antibody with high affinities for the antigen will be added to the new memory cell, which will be maintained after applying the operation of crossover, mutation and selection of the population. The optimisation search process continues until no further improvement in relative affinity can be obtained and the antibody with the highest affinity in the memory cell will be the optimal solution. Figure 10 shows the flowchart of the overall solution process to achieve the multi-objective optimal installation of inverters with the proposed immune algorithm.
Numerical analysis and immune results
AC/DC load flow analysis for MRT systems
To verify the power flow analysis of an MRT system, the actual power consumption for the Tamshui line, depicted in Fig. 11 , has been collected by a SCADA system, as shown in Fig. 12 . Each train set is formed by six-car units (4M2 T) and the maximum acceleration during propulsion is 1.0 m/ s 2 . The deceleration for normal and emergency braking are 0.8 and 1.3 m/s 2 , respectively. The maximum service speed of train sets is 80 km/h and the system overvoltage cutoff value is 925 V DC to prevent the power electronics equipment from damage. With 6 and 10 min as the headways for peak and offpeak operation, the actual average power demands are 9311 and 5967 kW, respectively. By executing the AC/DC load-flow analysis, the power demand for each snapshot has been solved, as shown in Figs. 13 and 14 for the peak and offpeak periods. The power demand is varied according to train set operation with mean values of 9121 and 5681 kW for the 6 and 10 min headways, respectively. With 5% difference from the actual power consumption, the accuracy of computer simulation for the MRT system has therefore been validated.
To illustrate optimal inverter planning with the IA method for the energy restoration of regenerate braking for MRT systems, the Tamshui line of Taipei Rapid Transit system has been selected for computer simulation. Figure 11 shows the single line diagram of the MRT power system. There are two bulk power substations served by Taiwan Power Company (TPC) with double 161 kV circuits. Twelve traction substations (TSS) along the main line are used to convert 22kV AC to 750V DC by rectifiers and transformers to serve the propulsion power demand of train sets. With operation schedule of 6 min headway, there are six train sets to be operated on the up track and down track, respectively. For the time snapshot in Fig. 11 , two train sets are approaching the next stations with electric braking while the other ten train sets are accelerating with motoring operation. Each traction substation is operated with three different modes according to the voltage level (V dc ) at the DC side of TSS substation. With V dc less than the no load voltage 750 V, TSS is operated with rectification mode to provide the propulsion power to the third rail. When V dc is between the range of 750-850 V, TSS is turned off and there is no propulsion power output by the traction substation. When V dc is above 850 V due to the injection of regeneration power by braking train sets, TSS is operated in inverting mode to convert the regenerative energy to the AC side of the substation. Figure 15 shows the power demand profile of traction substation TSS2. It is found that the largest power consumption of 3062 kW occurs at the 42nd snapshot. There are five snapshots with braking energy restoration by inverting operation with the maximum value of -2800 kW at the 58th snapshot. Such a significant amount of braking regeneration provides good potential for inverter placement to enhance the operation efficiency of the MRT system. Figure 16 shows the voltage variation of the 3rd rail before and after the installation of the inverter at TSS4. Without the inverter, the 3rd-rail voltage will reach above 900 V DC owing to the injection of a large amount of power TSS5  TSS4  TSS6   15  14  16   U4   D3   29   TSS7   17   U5   D2   30  31  32   TSS8   18  19  20   U6   D1   33  34   TSS11  TSS12  TSS10  TSS9   21 22
: motoring train : regeneration breaking train braking regeneration with the train sets approaching the next station. The power dissipation resistor has to be used to consume the surplus power regeneration. With the installation of an inverter at the traction substation TSS4, the voltage level V dc has been reduced to be less than 850 V and power restoration has been obtained. Figure 17 shows the percentage of energy restoration for the Tamshui line with different operation headways by installing inverters at all traction substations. The annual energy consumption in percentage is solved by using the energy consumption of train sets with 2 min headway as the base value. For operation schedule with 2 min headway, 0.51% of total system propulsion power consumption has been recovered by the inverters. On the other hand, 5.2% of the total energy consumption can be restored by converting the train kinetic energy to induction generation with 6 min headway. It is found that the percentage of energy restoration is increased with the increase of headway because there is less probability of braking power regeneration being consumed by the train sets with motoring operation on the other track. Figure 18 shows the percentage of energy restoration by each traction substation with headway from 2 to 12 min. The energy restoration varies dramatically with the dynamic operation modes of the train sets on the main line. In addition, effectiveness of braking energy restoration by inverters is different for different traction substations. For instance, TSS 12, which is located at the end of main line, has much better energy restoration as compared to TSS8, at the centre of main line.
Optimal inverter placement
By applying the IA method, the optimal placement of inverters at the appropriate traction substations is derived to achieve the best cost benefit of inverter investment. In this paper, the investment cost and the energy restoration over the study years are considered in the IA algorithm. By executing train performance simulation with the annual ridership and the mathematical models of diode rectifiers and inverters the voltage level and power consumption of traction substations along the Tamshui line of Taipei MRT system are solved. The annual headways have been adjusted with the growth of passenger ridership, as shown in Fig. 8 . The investment cost of US$600 000 for an inverter with 3 MW capacity has used in (14) for the objective function. To achieve better performance of the IA algorithm during the optimisation process, the sizes of antibody pool and memory cell, the number of generation, the rate of crossover and mutation have to be determined according to the simulation tests and programming experience. In this study, different sizes of antibody pool and memory cell are used for testing and the proper values of 100 with 100 generations are selected. In addition, the optimal crossover rate and the mutation rate 0.8 and 0.1, respectively, are considered to be appropriate by the same testing process. By performing the IA simulation to solve the inverter placement with the proposed procedure in Fig. 10 , the optimal locations for inverter installation are solved as traction substations TSS2, TSS3, TSS4 and TSS6 for the Taipei Tamshui line in Fig. 11 . Figure 19 shows the annual energy consumption of MRT train sets solved for the following study cases: power system without inverters, with inverters at all traction substations and with inverters at the proposed locations, respectively. It was found that the annual propulsion energy consumption of the Tamshui line has increased with the growth of annual ridership and shorter headway over the study years. The installation of inverters will reduce the energy consumption by restoring the surplus braking energy back to the AC power system to prevent energy waste by power dissipation for overvoltage control. In Fig. 19 , the percentage of energy saving for the of Taipei Tamshui line by the proposed inverter planning over the study years is between 5.2 and 2.23%. Although only four inverters are proposed by the IA method, the energy restoration is very close to the system with 12 inverters. Figure 20 shows the annual cost benefit of optimal inverter placement by considering the investment cost and the resultant energy restoration. The cost benefit becomes negative if the yearly energy restoration obtained is less than the equivalent yearly cost of inverter investment. By installing inverters at all substations, the cost effectiveness is negative for years 2003-2005 and years 2014-2016, and the total cost benefit is US$0.28 million over the study period. On the other hand, the cost benefit is positive for each study year for the optimal placement of inverters at four traction substations proposed by the IA algorithm. It is found that the cost benefit obtained is US$0.12 million for year 1998 and the total cost benefit over the study period is US$1.67 million. Therefore the braking regenerative energy of MRT train sets can be restored cost effectively by installing the inverters at proper traction substations. Figure 21 shows the total cost of energy consumption and inverter investment of the Tamshui line with the proposed inverter installation. The optimal inverter planning has been obtained after nine generations of IA simulation with total cost of US$18.639 million.
Conclusions
The immune algorithm has been used to solve the optimal inverter placement for an MRT system to achieve the best cost effectiveness for regenerative braking restoration by installing inverters at proper traction substations. The train performance simulation with annual ridership was executed to solve the energy consumption of traction substations for each study year. The propulsion energy consumption, regenerative braking restoration and the investment cost of inverters are included in the objective function. The objective function and the feasible inverter placements are represented as antigen and antibody, respectively, in the IA method. The affinity of antigen and antibody was calculated and used for the selection of new antibodies for crossover and mutation. The searching process for optimal inverter placement continues until the affinity cannot be improved further. The antibody with the largest affinity in the memory cell is the optimal solution that will result in the best cost benefit of inverter investment. To illustrate the effectiveness of the proposed IA method to solve the optimal traction substations for inverter placement, the Tamshui line of the Taipei MRT system was selected for computer simulation. It was found that significant regenerative braking energy was restored by the proper installation of inverters to achieve the best cost benefit with the proposed immune algorithm. 
